REMOTE WAREHOUSE INTEGRATION

BENEFITS FOR VANTAGE
POINT EDI USERS
 Provides the means for efficient
and error-free communication
with Remote (3PL) Warehouses
 Saves time by transmitting
outbound shipment and billing
orders automatically
 A key ingredient for efficient and
accurate supply chain
distribution activities
 Automatically generates the 940
Warehouse Shipping Order
directly from pick tickets
 Selects orders for billing from
the 945 Warehouse Shipping
Advice

Integrated EDI Documents Save Time and Eliminate Errors
Does your company use or plan to use remote (third-party logistics)
warehouses for the distribution of goods? Does your company provide
warehouse distribution services or contract manufacturing services to
your customers? If so, many warehouses utilize an electronic business
document exchange system that saves time, increases efficiency and
eliminates common errors.
Vantage Point EDI enables your company to integrate all of the documents
you may need to exchange with your warehouse or your customers. These
documents specifically include the Warehouse Shipping Order (940),
Warehouse Shipment Advice (945), Warehouse Stock Transfer Shipment
Advice (943), Warehouse Stock Transfer Receipt Advice (944) and the
Warehouse Inventory Adjustment Advice (947). All of these documents
can be seamlessly integrated in and out of your ERP platform.

Efficient, accurate and integrated supply chain distribution
Vantage Point EDI can leverage these documents to automatically
communicate your desire to ship products to customers, automate billing
processes, communicate advance notice of inbound goods, automate the
receiving of goods (including the registration of serial and lot information),
integrate shipment tracking details, order billing and other processes that
can save enormous amounts of time and money.
These integrated documents, coupled with the Warehouse Inventory
Adjustment Advice and the Inventory Inquiry, can support an automated
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perpetual inventory reconciliation process. This process monitors your
inventory levels with that of your remote warehouse to make sure there
are no unpleasant surprises for your company and your customers.

Detailed EDI for large retailers
Vantage Point EDI is the perfect EDI system for companies shipping to large
retailers, such as Target and Wal-Mart, which require detailed ASN
information from the remote warehouse. In addition to billing sales orders
and registering shipment tracking information into the ERP, Vantage Point
EDI will transform shipment information into detailed, partner compliant
Advance Ship Notices that can be transmitted directly to your partners.

File format flexibility
Files can be loaded and integrated from virtually any formats, including
ANSI X.12, EDIFACT, ASCII delimited or fixed length, XML and Excel
spreadsheets.

Bidirectional
If your company provides warehouse services or subcontract
manufacturing for other companies, Vantage Point EDI has native
functionality to seamlessly integrate all of these documents with the ERP.
Supporting EDI for this business scenario not only saves time and money, it
can make the difference between winning new business or not.
Data Masons – EDI Made Simple®. Learn more at datamasons.com or
request a demo at datamasons.com/demo.
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